OH WHEN THE SAINTS

C     F
I used to have a good friend
C
Who would walk and talk
G7
with me
C     F
But since he got religion
C     G7     C
He has turned his back on me.

C
Oh, when the saints
go marching in

Oh, when the saints
G7
go marching in
C     C7     F
I want to be in that number
C
When the saints go
G7     C
marching in

C
Oh, when the
C
trumpet sounds its call

Oh, when the trumpet
G7
sounds its call
C     C7     F
I want to be in that number
C     G7     C
When the trumpet sounds its call

C
When the kazoos...
begin to hum....

When the kazoos...
G7
begin to hum...
C     C7     F
I’ll still be in that number......
C     G7     C
When the kazoos begin to hum

C
Oh when the ukes...
begin to strum....

Oh when the ukes
G7
begin to strum...
C     C7     F
I’ll be there in that number
C     G7     C
When the ukes begin to strum

C
Oh, when the saints
go marching in

Oh, when the saints
G7
go marching in
C     C7     F
I’m gonna sing as loud as thunder
C     G7     C
When the saints go marching in